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lÏy intenest in this area stems from my so far unsuccess-
ful attempts to synthesise a female voice. In an earlier stu-
dy (Karlsson, 1979), I varied all the different parameters that
separate male and female voices according to published data,
but obtained no definitely human and female voice. As very
little data about the voice source is available¡ my suspióions
are that much of the secret is hldden there. The Published
studies of the voice sounce mainly pertain to descriptions of
methods.

At present considerable research into the voice source
and different methods of inverse filtering is being done at
the Inst, of Talöverföring: G. Fant (1S791 i.s constructíng hard
ware filters to be used on speech recorded with an FM tape re-
corder. In an FIT recording the phase of the signal is retained
and frequencies down to DC are recorded, the same signal can

accordingly be filtered with many different filter settings.
G. Fant is using his results to get a mathematical description
of the voice source, especially in word endings, stress and

phoneme boundaries, J , Sundberg and J . Gauffin ( 1 SZBl are in-
vestigating the voice source of singers and untrained, normal
subjects with the aid of the mask for measuring the volume ve-
locity waveform at the mouth constructed by II Rothenberg
(19731. FinaIly J. Liljencrants has written ê computer prog-
ram for inverse filtering described by him as "an OVE III with
for-mant anti filters replacing formant fí1ters and the speech
signal as voice source." This method, as well as G. Fant's,
allows the same utterance to be inverse filtered many tímes
and, furthermone, it is possible to alter the frequencies of
the anti filters in the computer program every mi.Llisecond. I
have just started to use this program but have so far no re-
sults to present.
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In a short study from which I am going to mention some re-
su1ts, I have been using the same experimental set up of t,he
Rothenberg mask as used by Sundberg and Gauffin (1SZBl. Five
females and one male participated in the experiment and were
asked to repeat the sy11ab1e /po:,/ with different FO: high,
medium, and l-ow within their normal register and with different
voice levels: weak, moderate, and loud (not whisper or
scream). Figure 1 shows one speaker's voice pulses for diffen-
ent voice leveIs at the same FO. The material is too small to
allow for a descriptíon of different voice types but I have
tried to see how the different parameters defined by Sundberg
and Gauffin and by Fant (see figure 2) vary with FO and voice
level. The onJ.y manifest correlation between parameters I have
found is between sound pressure level and the derivative at the
instant of closing: the peak flow Aa, divided by the offset
time TO. The correlation coefficient betwee.n these two param-
eters varies for the different subjects between 0,83 altl 0.96.
The two parameters for one subject are depieted in figure 3.
Most of the subjects also show a correlation between FO and the
"base band" formant, liIG according to figure 2.

This is only a preliminary study, which I have made pnin-
cipally to get to know the technique. I will now wonk mainly
on getting descniptions of different voices.
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Figure 1 Voice source pulses of the same F¡ for onc subject
The voise 1eve1 is f:or the top curvc 5ti dB, r¡irldle
curve 63 dB, and l¡ottom curve U7 dB.
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Figure 3. The relation between sound pressure 1eve1, SPL, and
the deriVatíve of the air flow at the instance
of closing for one subject'
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